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Abstract-This paper implements an android based mobile app for online medicine shopping. This mobile app is developed to 

facilitate online medicine purchase by verifying the prescription uploaded by the user and to confirm the order. This system 

includes mobile application interfaces, pharmacist interface, database, web service provider for intermediate process to 

provide service through android mobile phone. When the user wants to make purchase through mobile app, necessary to 

upload the authorized prescription from a doctor and the prescription will be stored in the database. Then the user precedes 

the process by giving medicine name in the mobile application Whatapp interface. When the medicine is available in the 

pharmacy, the user allowed to add the medicine in the cart list, if the medicine is not available in the pharmacy, the mobile app 

will hold the process for the pharmacist response to post a suggestion and get confirmation for providing equivalent brand of  

medicine. The prescription uploaded by the user is compared with the cart list and will be approved by the pharmacist before 

placing the order. The domain of this system is android application. The n-gram technique is used in this system to speed up 

the searching process by the user typing medicine name in the user application interface. The drawback of existing system is 

online shopping or android apps are not user friendly. The proposed mobile app is user friendly by implementing the Bot 

Builder Framework for online medicine shopping. 
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I.INTRODUCTION 
 

Most of times patients may feel lethargic to visit the 

medical shop at the time of medicines needed. This leads 

to improper body conditions that makes them suffer lot 

which may cause late recovery from the disease/illness. So 

it is necessary to take proper medicines in proper quantity 

at proper time. In the system, we introduce an Android 
based application for the patients.  

 

This application will help the user to take proper 

medicines in proper quantity at proper time by chatting 

through CHATBOT concept. This Chatbot concept is 

automatically set by the application in the android domain. 

This android Chatbot application will help the user to 

interact with the system and to purchase medicines. The 

main goal is targeting towards smooth internal 

communication and functioning for the user along with 

other useful information.  
 

Expected Results Time and cost saving to reach to people. 

Time saving for persons of remote places for their 

medicine search and also provides the convenience of 

searching for medicine anywhere at any point of time. The 

technique used in this application for searching medicine 

is N-Gram technique which plays a vital role in search of a 

particular medicine or product. 

 

 

II-METHOLOGY 
 

The project implementation is basically titled as “ online 

medicine shopping system”  through Chatbot concept and 

designed to purchase the medicines which is required for 

the patient.  

 

Paper [1] deterministic online medicine purchasing for geo 
located shops was titled by A. Thirugnanasamb and 

hamurthy, assistant professor, Adhiparasakshi engineering 

college, Melmaruvathur. The paper describes that the 

people can register their details through the android 

application. The project provides that many things of 

medicinal services and online registration of medicine 

details. The user can register the details, which will be 

stored in the medical databases.  

 

This application is developed for smart phone users, as we 

know how the smart phone market has evolved in the past 
few years, there are many operating systems available for 

smart phones but we opted the Android OS for developing 

this application because it has a very good user bank 

worldwide. This APP is compatible on different versions 

of Android, such as starting from the minimum SDK 

version of Android 3.0 (Honeycomb) to recent update 

Android 5.0 (Lollipop). The app functions well on the 

recent update of Android, but we support backward 

compatibility in view of the other users of Android 

versions. 
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Fig 1. Work Flow of System. 

 

III. DESIGN 

 

 
Fig 2. Front page 

 

 
Fig 3. Demo pharmacy details page 

 
Fig 4.bDemo profile 

 

 
Fig 5. Order medicine page 

 

 
Fig 6. Profile page 
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Fig 7. Book appointment page 

 

IV. CONCLUSION 
 

The system provides Automatic generation of medicine 

details in the chatbot interface. User friendly mobile app 

using chatbot interface. Manual verification of prescription 

by the pharmacist. According to the time limitation the 

medicine should deliver to the certain location. Suggestion 
must given to the user when the medicine is not available 

in the stock and when the medicine is available, then it 

must be added to the cart in the proposed system. The 

main idea is to have user-friendly android application with 

suggesting medicine and giving details about the requested 

medicine which is not available at the time of order will be 

intimated to the user when it is available at the stock. 
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